Rebuttal to And£!lJchards...~ Ee'!!D.val Proposal letter.

I have made a copy of relevant portions of Andy Richards' letter proposing my removal. To
prepare rebuttin.g cormnents, I
thoroughly researched the FOIA-eopy of the ROI I received
on 10/10/07 (finally releasable to
after disciplinary action had been mken and reported to
A'WP-750 on 9/5/07). Tilt; resulting rebuttal t~oPYis on the following
as such:
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I have included text from the actual removal proposal letter
"
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I have added text as COMMEN"r
irnmediateiy after each element

AU misleading statemen!:s

12pt, Times Roman font

REBUTTAL, where appropriate,
Mr. Ri(~!1<::lrd:s' letter.

'Or

the text

in 10pt Ariai fant,

Richards' letter are u.:n.derHned

AU !i~Siin the text

COMMENT: j have not copied this portion ol Andy t~ichards' proposed remaval letter as it
appeared to be not reievant. !t is essentially a duplication of Reason #1, Specifications #1..:#5.
There are a few wording changes, and there is soma mixing 'Of details from different incidents that
makes for interesting 'fictional improvisation, but otherwise adds nothing to the letter.

On March 27, 2007) Special

Jim Austin completed the official investigation based on

AccOtmtabiHty Board CAB) cases #20070091 and 20070098, regarding the alleged statements
made by you on several occasions
your conduct towards management and other employees
after these incidents were reported to the Adrilinistmtor's
COMMENT: The document Agent Austin produced is officially titled RO! (Report 'Of Investigation)
AWP20010018.
cover sheet fur ROI AWP20070078 states the report originated at AWP-700,
was approved by Edward Jones, dated 3/28/01, given a "closed" status, and distributed to AWP100 (Investigative Case File), ,b..NW-500 (Tern Bristol, Acting Director, Tennins! Operat.ions,
Western Service Area), and AWP-16 (Dick Fossier, lR specialist, Human Resources). ! learned
on i0tl'UO? that a copy was also sent to AWP-300 (Dr. Steve Goodman, Regional Flight
Surgeon).
On the cover sheet of ROI AWP20070078,

fj~:

there is text that reads:

Accountability Board Cases 20070097 and 2007009 (sic) silege LEWiS stated
in the workplace "Us niggers can't get any leave" on January 21, 2007.
February 16,
2007 when LEWIS's manager presented him a discipline letter 111m(sic) in regards to this

incident he bf)Came Veiy agitat{",d and began kicking tI,e supewisor's
that his fellow employees are in fear of their safety.

door: It

is alleged

Given the prominent location of this "allegation" 011 the cover sheet of the ROl, it. appears that this
was the matter to be focused on in Agent Austin's investigation for the Accountability Board. For
the record, thene are 110 witnesses to t.he "Us n-word ... ~ allegation in the entire ROI (in memos
and SWOil'!1 testimonies from eight individua~s); it appears that, under oath, nobody would repeat
this specific allegat.ion wilich, for the record, was originally submitted as anonymous hearsay.
Additionally, there is no mention in the ROI of my' ever "kickinrt any doors. As specific as this
"kicking" aliegat.ion is, it is clear that this particular allegation was possibly extracted from anomer
written document that has nevel' been disclosed (despite my many unanswered FOIA requests),
or, mom likely, was recorded from a conversation. See!(in9 to clarify this, I phoned Edward Jones,
Manager, AWP-700, on 8/20 and asked him about the genesis of this cover sheet. .. who would
have written the "allegations" SlJmmary, was it based on Jason's statements at the 2116107
Violence in the Workplace (ViWP) teleconference Jason had convened, etc. Mr. Jones said he did
not know, and he \Ivas flot sure who participated in that ViWP teleconference, either. ! asked him
who in his office \J'JOIJid have participated, and ~J'lho would be able to explain the creation of this
ROI cover sheet; Mr. Jones again said he did not !{now, but it might help to ask Agent Austin.
asked Mr. Jones if Agent Austin would mil\; to me and answer my questions; Mr. Jones replied, he
believed Agent Austin wouid probably talk to me, but might not answer any of my questions ....

i

For the record, this is quite represei1t~tive or the ordeal ! have endured for eighteen months, since
2/16/07, whenl was locked out from my workpiace at Concord ATCT in Concord, CA On that
same day, my medical certification was revoked, without any medical evaluation, based solely on
undocumented slander provided by my manager, Jason Ralph. fought for nearly eleven months
before illY medica! certification was "finally restored. Through this INhale process, there was an
easier route available to me: I could have just accepted the medical retir"ement Andy Richards and
Dr. Goodman were offering me, but I feit ethically bound to reject their offer, as I lacked a valid
diagnosis of medical disability. During this time, my employment status was entirely tmknOVifll to
me. ! learned on 8/"121013,in a call made to the MSPB, that apparently management had placed
me In what. is called a; "constructive suspensiona, which is a; suspension of duties and pay, net
declared with any written notice, in violation of Federal regulations, Agency Orders, and the
FAAJNATCA Contract.
constructive suspension, which was imposed retroactively no less, ran
fer six months beginning 41"17/07, and forced me to involuntarily bum off approximately ·700 hours
of sick leave and annual leave. ! even wellt nine weeks in an involuntary ieave~withotlt-pay
(LWOP) status before finally obtaining a partial reversal (! am still owed repayment for 101-nours

!

i

ofiJNOP).

i

Wilen ~l!lally received my letter from Dr. Goodman, restoring my medica! certification on 1/10/08,
! expected an imminent letter from management with a plan for my return to work. No letter ever
c.'3me,; I just waited, day after day, in !imbo as to my status, eventuaUy received some clarification
due to a settiement on an
charge I made against FAA. As part of the settlement proposal
offered by Glen Rotella. AWP-i€3, Andy Richards was required to send me a letter deciaring my
status. received his 4/17J081etter, which stated:

!

I

'This letter is io confirrn that you are on adminisirative leave pending further notice. ~
(~.1!l.Jl:!!H!!JlJ~!lJ!!l!l1£.,edff§!:iuS;§.e!!.J~flth [2M at a lfJJter.,dfiite. Please direct any
questions regarding this matter to me at (650) 876-2883, extension 109."
I never did receive the pmrnised "retum~to-work" plan. instead, three months later, I received a
7/14/08 letter from the same manager, Andy Richards, proposing my", ..removal for the efficiency
of the Federal Service." The letter lacked required attachments and was procedurally
noncompliant, so a second copy, same letter now dated 7128/08, was sent I am hereby
attempting to reply to this proposal for my remO\fa!, \1l,,1th this letter.
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In the pages that follow, ! am providing carefully researched information in rebuttal to specific
elements of Andy Richards' removal proposal letter. In general, I found Andy Richards' removal
proposal letter to be astonishing, not just for the many unsubstantiated lies it was presenting, but
also for Andy's many prejudiced embellishments not supported by any of the memos and eight
sworn testimonies in the ROI. Nonetheless, as Andy Richards is the manager for the San
Francisco Terminal Hub, we should all expect he is credible and responsible in his duties, so the
very fact that he repetitively cites contents from ROI AWP20070078 gives the RO! credibility; it
implies that this is a solid and substantiated investigative document .. which it most certainly is not.
Given his other, more important managerial duties, it would not be reasonable to expect Andy
Richards to spend dozens of hours sorting out this mess to really comprehend this ROt I believe
he has not done this, nor have any other FAA officials. As such, this investigative document, being
used here as the sole documentation for the removal of a 21+ year ATCS with no past disciplinary
record, has apparently never been objectively reviewed.

i

am the target for this proposed removal. ! have been certified at four ATC towers and Oakland
(',areer, As the subject of a malicious
Oceanic and have maintained a clean record in my F
slander and facing possible harm to my family by this proposed removal, I have spent a few
hundred hours studying this ROt What I found was:

M

I found tha'~all of the most egregious allegations are single-source (only one witness, with no
possible corroboration), and many are clearly contradicted by other, non-subject sworn
testimonies, yet nothing is dismissed.

! found

that many substantial investigative leads, that could have been easily foHowed to resolve
many other substantia! contradictions, were not followed. In fact, only one lead was followed:
Agent ,\ustin called James Swanson to ask about the DVD of the Boondocks he had viewed at
the !ocal control position of the tower cab, on the night of 1/20/07.
! found that the ROi Summary of Findings did not even try to sort out the conflicting testimonies;
instead, the conflicting testimonies are simply regurgitated, using cut-and-paste, to produce
numbing confusion.
I found, disturbingly, that while the ROI was initiated as part of an Accountability Board process in
response to specific allegations relevant to the Accountability Board, the investigative focus
morphed over time. By the time the ROI was completed, its focus had shifted almost completely
awayrrom Accountability Board relevance to becoming an official investigation almost solely for a
genera! allegation of pote!1tial workplace violence.
I tried to research the investigative process, but I continue to be stonewalled by FAA employees
who choose to not cooperate. After numerous requests over nearly a year, I still have not been
given cOllfiimatiol1 that Order 11 '10, 125A was c.ompletely followed, so as to ensure the ROI was
properly reviewed. Ed Jones {AWP-700} told me on 8118 that I could not have a copy of Order
1600.38D, so! am flot yet able to assess whether the hostility shown by Agent Austin just prior to
my interview was appropriate, or possibly grounds for finding a replacement investigator. Nor do I
have any way (yet) to assess the standards Agent Austin was supposed to follow in preparing his
report, selecting questions, disqualifying witnesses, resolving contradicting testimonies, etc.

i

Lastly, tried to establish twe authorship of Andy Richards' removal proposal letter: who initiated
this action, who researched the supporting documentation, and who drafted the actual proposal
letter. On 7/21/081 had a phone conversation with Rosslyn Marable, the contact I was offered at
the end of the letter. She said Andy Richards is the person who initiated this adverse action. She
also said he would also have written the letter, but she would not dispute my suggestion that,
given his other duties, he quite possibly fanned out the ROI research and letter-writing to
someone else, In my last phone conversation with Andy Richards, on 8/14/08, I asked him about
the "return to work plan" in his 4/17108 letter, and what happened beThveenthen and his removal
proposal mif.hJu!y. He said he had been working 011 the removal proposal at the time in April. !ll
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reply, I pointed out..
can that rnake sense,
you told mfJ I would be hearing from you
with a return to work plan while you were working, on my re"J.Qval?" He did not want to talk, so ""Ie
quit.

Specification #1: nn Janua.ry 20,2007, while in the perfonnance of your duties and in the
presence of coworkers you started pronouncing ~..m.~I!e~l
Ai~~
CPC
Marks asked you to change the subject
not to talk in that
marmer.
REBUriAl: I never mocked the speech of African-Americans per se; I did copy the humorous
stress-release that James would do
mirnicking Jason's very slow speech style and tedious
word selection; it was specific to Jason and had nothing to do with .Jason's ethnicity. Allow me to
digress, to put this in context
I arrived at Concord in mid-October 2000, I f(lund a facility
that was shockingly oppressive and hostile, a facility where the manager barely communicated
with the employees, and the employees constantly discussed the deep disrespect they felt for the
manager. ! greatly enjoyed working with rny two youngest coworkers, Andrew Arnott, and James
Swanson, because, unlike their older coworkers, they had a fresh attitude focused on serving the
public and tlylng to enjoy the job. I was lucky in that rny scheduled days off (WednesdayThursday) fit so that most of the time I was working '\IlAth this pair. Andrew was my secondar'j OJ"!"
instructor, and .James should also have been an instructor, but he had been passed up for OJTi
training so was not allowed to train me. Instead, my primary OJT instructor was Ken Moyer, a
Caucasianmaie in his mid-forties, moody and temperamental, and like the worst A TC instructors,
inclined to "mess with 'f'our head" during OJT sessions.
aiso had a past history of discipline
for "inappropriate" racial o.')mments (I learned about this from James and Andrew, around
2/11(7). In stark contrast to Ken Moyer, James had a light, humorous attitude and sought to
reduce the stress of our work environment by cracking jokes. He would mimic Manager Jason
Ralph, and everyone found it quite entertaining, but again, his I"nimiclY was 110tabout Jason's
ethnicil:y; rather, it was about ,Jason's slow speech style and tedious word selection. For example,
James on marlY times slowly mimicked Jason saying, "Uh, James, uh, there's not gonna be
another Lexington here. "This was umiemtood to be based on an earlier experience where James
was talking tip an idea 1'0 Jason who, in typical style, stood mute for a long time then shot it down,
making this comment to James which referenced a tragic commuter crash that had happened,
with ATC involvement, at lexington, KY. The upshot was, many times after Jason had made this
comment, whenever we controllers were working together in the tower cab (and Jason was never
there) and someone said "hey, why don't we ... (new idea) ... ", James would comically and slowly
reply, "Uh, (name), uh ... there 's not gonna be another Lexington here." appreciated James' sense
of humor (as aPlJiar,ent!vdid all the other controllers) for the
it brought, so, around December
or January, I started to copy James' mimicry of Jason. We also mimicked Ken Moyer, who had a
verf distracting
of mumbling while on position. For example, if Ken was working local control
and his ground controller made a decision to hold a fuel truck Instead of rushing him across the
runway, Ken would typically mumble "I would have gotten that tnick across" in a voice that was

i

barely discernible. The

was to undermine teamwork and it \~/asdistracting, as many

controllers would crane t!leir ears to try and hear what he was saying. James and Andrew both
mimicked Ken's mumbling habit, and I began copying them in December or January. For the
record, in !"ny investigative Interview on 3/23/07, after I answered Agent Austin's question about
mimicry at Concord ATCT, he asked me: "Did anyone tell
that type of speech was
inappropriate and teli you to stop speaking in that manner
My response, verbatim, was: "No,
absolutely flOt. in faci~ I thought it was strange around the first of February when James and
Andrew were taikitlg about fww tfl€W had been told to flot mimic Ken Moyer anymore, but f had not
been toJd to change anjftlling."
now believe! was not !,o advised as Jason wanted me to
continue, so he could quietly document rny alleged misconduct

i
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Specification #2: On January 21, 2007, after you walked into the cab and signed in to work, CIC
John Crabtree asked you to relieve him from the ground control position. You responded to John
and stated, "You're tryingto keep a nigger dOWTI."C:PC lamS's Swanson immediately told yOU,

~~t!!!Lag;lilin2

it is not appronriate." You then referenced a.Rrogram that ha~

!!!!Lvocabuia in it. CIC JohnJd'!.bJI.ltt.responded
and tol~ y,ouwth~..L~p~~not.!~eqjh~!
!!!owand"y~~shouldWf~tch ~methmllelse:.£J~btroo
th~~!
use that wonlj~ ~he tm'We~ever, ~!~in.
RESUTT AL: My one inappropriate behavior relevant to this Accountability Board RO! is presented
here. I have never denied that I used the n-word on '1121/07 while quoting a Randy Newman lyric
in the context of a discussion about oppression in ATe training. ! used this word 11011disparagingly. as a reply to James' comment comparing the treatment of trainees in ATe training
to what pledges endure during fraternity hazing. I had said, roughly, "yeah, it's like the lyric in
Randy Newman's song, keeping the {jiggers down .. .the CPC's have a chance to assert their
pecking order, so tlley step on the tn~inees." Additionally, I made this comment after, just fifteen
hours earlier, watching a DVD of 2-3 haif-hour episodes of "Boondocks" as provided by James on
his laptop in the tower cab the night before ... which episodes used the Ii-word dozens of times in
those few episodes. This one comment was then forwarded, with a little embeliishment, on to
management Regrettably, in the furor of management's reaction, James and John were
pressured into further embellishing their stories. They lied. They altered {tie wording to make it

appearhostile;and,

'false!yclaimedthey

replied.

My use of the n··word was clearly presented as a reference to a song lyric, non-disparagingly. I
clearly explained its relationship to thefratemity hazing comment ,James had just made. They
have both chosen to 'Il'Jithholdthis information. Additionally, there ViaS no reaction from either of
them ... except. a quick, sour look on John's face as he walked by me at the CIC desk ... a look that
clearly suggested ~Ooh.you should not have said thaf. No comments were made in reply. did
not explain myself or reference a program. John did not offer me tips for better TV-viewing. Ail
these lies were fabricated in subsequent discussions - bored controllers, slUing around with
nothing to do for hours -- under the pressure of providing management with what they wanted to
hear, what they expected! to hear, and knowing veracity was not a concern to management.

i

SQecil"ication #3: On Febma,ry 6,2007 fTont
Manager (FLIVi) Patricia Hardy issued you a
Notice to Respon.dent and infor.med you. of the allegations of your use ofraciaHy derogatory
hluguage in the 1Norkplace. You signed the statements and
a copy an.a you then left the
office and ~ried yeiUing denpm,ding the n2~ID~~
building. You returned to Ms,
b:iJick. Ms. Hardy told you
was just to advise you that the irH:~identwas being
no conclusion had been made. You
investigated. Cllnd she then repeated several times
£2!L~nuedto ;yen ~n...g!.tlH;n lunged at FL.MJ.b@y.:b
Ms. Hardy told you she was not returning the paper and caned the union
representative for assistallce, since she was fearful afber safe:!]:.
Y Oll then stated in an agitated voice that you wanted Ms. Hardy to return the siWd
notice stating.,you were not _aware of any known~cifics
regarding the allegations.

When Mr.
rvlarks took you. outside

office and explained that if you continued your actions you would get
trouble, you angrily stateg, "We are aU adults
a.nd ~l"
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REBUTTAl: There are many significant misleading statements
lies, too. All will be presented within the following chronology.

here, and a pair of outrageous

A careful analysis of the ROi shows that Patricia was given her first allegation from John Crabtree,
on 1/21f07 ... which is appropriate, as John was the one with the sour look on his face at the
moment I quoted the Randy Newman lyric. Documents in the ROI indicate Patricia received
additional allegations prior to this 2/6/07 Notice to Respondent meeting: comments from John
Crabtree on 1/21, comments from William Marks on 1/21 and 1/23, and three memos solicited
from John Crabtree, Ken Moyer, and William Marks (dated 1/24). For the record, Patricia did not
recognize the need to handle these allegations in accordance with Accountability Board Order
1110.125A; thus, she initially interrogated me on 1/23, immediately after giving me a letter of
Warning for my having had a migraine headache the day before. When she first interrogated me, I
was concemed to protect Andrew and James from being disciplined for their use of laptop
computers in the tower cab, so I wrongly concealed that fac:t. OthelVJise, I was fully truthful with
her, saying I had used the word, non-disparagingly, quoting a Randy Nftwmanlync in a discussion
about oppression in ATe training. It really was not much of a discussion.
I departed to catch my 'flight Over the weekend, it occurred to me she had not given me a
Weingarten statement, inviting me to have a union representative present, and this sure sounded
like a disciplinable misconduct allegation. returned and talked to James on 1/26 (first chance
after the interrogation and after my weekend). James told me Patricia had called him on Monday
evening (1/22) and she had asked what he knew about my alleged use of the n-word. James
stated he had told Patricia it was 110 big deal, I had used the word and he promptly told me not to
lise it, which he claims agreed to, and he then considered the matter closed. When James told
me this, it aU sounded factual except for the part about his teiling me not to use it; just five days
after the "incident" my clear memory did not include him admonishing me to not use the word. In
fact, I have always been conditioned to remember admonishments quite well, so I was quite
certain he was telling me what he told Patricia because it was the expected action on his part, but
not what really happened. At any rate, based on his comments about the phone interview with
Patricia, I assumed the maiter was dead.

i

i

I heard nothing more from Patricia for W/Oweeks. Then, a rurl10f was floating that the
I\ccountability Board (AS) had been brought into the issue (whomever they were; had never seen
their Order, until we were all quickly briefed on the AS Order on 2112). At the end of my shift on
2/6, Patricia called me into her office and gave me a copy of Appendix 5 of Order 1110.125A, the
"Notice to Respondent" form for my Accountability Board case (I leamed eight months later, there
were actually tWO separate AS cases). This is where the real problem began. You see, line one on
the form reads: aAn allegation of misconduct has been made against me, and tree known specifics
explained to me". Before signing, I read the form and I asked Patricia what the known specifics
were; she said just that rt had been aUeged I had used the fl-word, and that was all she could teli
me. I thought, she had known about this for two weeks (when she had first interrogated me) and I
expected she had to have talked to vanous people, thus had more "known specifics" she cOldd
share. Given the hostilil:y of this work environment,
was concemed she may have been red false
allegations, so ! asked her what speci'i'icaily was alleged. She again resisted allowing any
information except the general idea had used the n-word. I read to her that first line and asked if
I could annotate bei<ore signing with: "the only known specifics I have been given are that I
allegedly used the !i-word"; inexplicably, she rejected my request. had to leave to catch a flight,
so I gave up, signed, and left. I started down the road, pulled over, re-read the Notice, and drove
back. !wanted to try one rnons tirne, to convince Patricia it was reasonable 'for me to annotate the
copy I had signed, or simply get it back and provide her is full wiitien statement after my weekend.
She rejected my requests, I restated my requests, calmly and firmly, and she kept reciting that my
acknowledging signature didn't really mean anything. We were at impasse so she called Bm
Marks dovvrI, and the WifO errthem just kept telling me my signature meant nothing, anyvtlay. ! kept
emphasizing, look, the paper says right here, I have been advised of the known specifics, yet I
have been given virtually 110 specifics ... can I maybe get a list of allegations? We were going
nowhere and! had to hurry to the airport, so left:. There was no lunging. There were no angry
demands. In fact, these wild allegations were not put onto an official document for two more

i

!

i

!

!
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weeks (in contrast, Patricia's pattern with me had ahl\rays been to provide a "Record of
Corwersatior( follow-·up memo within three days of all our prior meetings).
The next workweek began for me 011 Friday, 2/9. Of course, I was unaware that I had allegedly
lunged at Patricia (this fact was created on 2/20). I saw Patricia many times that workweek (2/9
through 2113), and I drafted a few memos to open communications with her, but she flatly refused
to accept all my memos (however, she did easily accept them, with a smile, at the start of our
investigative interview meeting at the end of my shift on 2/13). in one of these memos (#2,
attached), produced 011 2/11, I offered some constructive suggestions for improving the training
materials that were ill so much disarray; this memo had included a 5-page attachment, but! lost
this 'when was locked out (it was stored on the FAA computer and nobody ever mailed me my
work, or the contents of my locker). I have remained locked out from my facility since 2/16/07.

i

This lunging allegation is, to me, astounding. For the record, if I was an Fi\A supervisor and an
employee lunged at me (or another employee) ami demanded something,
would have held that
employee overtime jf needed to complete a drug test! also would have, minimally, collected
written statements and issued a written reprimand no later than the start of the next shift. ! think
any reasonable person would do b'1is; also think Jason would have, too, except it was not
possible, as the allegation was fabricated two weeks later. And, too, I cannot comprehend 'limy,
considering hOlt"\! extremely egregious this allegation is, Agent Austin did not ask me if I had
lunged at or otherwise "builiecr Patricia. lastly, this would certainly be a izey allegation for a PhD
psychologist to hear about as management's "presenting concerns"; ! was ordered to obtain a
psychological evaluation at personal expense (in violation of regulations and the Contract), but
management refused to present this or any concerns.

i

!

Also. for the record, a close inspection of the Accountability Board reporting forms shows what
appears to be a false statement. For Case AB-20070098, the form indicates the incident
happened 1/2'j and was initiaiiy reported to Patricia Hardy on 2/2. To the contrary, documents and
sworn testimonies in the ROt indicate Patricia was first notified on 1/21 and knew substantia! other
(false) allegations
'if24 ... yet no reports were made to the Accountability Board until 2/2. I
believe Patricia was simply lmaware of her responsibility to make an immediate report to the
Accountability Board; when she became aware, she tried to conceal her erroL

Specification #4: On February 13, 2007 during a meeting vvith yom supervisor, Patricia Hardy,
Manager Jason Ralph and a union representative, regarding allegations that you had repeatedly
were placed
used racially offensive language
the workplace, you became belligerent and ~.!!!.
remainder of your shift You
the building and walked to
on adiminish'ative Jeay~ for
the IDiOllf'. A.s Y'OU
YQurcar, you then returned y,) Manager Ralph's 'Office and ~~n
banged on the 'Office d'Oor, lv1anager P...alphand FLM Patricia Hardy vvere in a closed-door
on the dl.omrj!!!g ..x~mllllg,at l\'!rr.
teleconference with I-IWIHlll res'Ources. Yon began .i!ound~
!t~b21ttq~n~!'~J!!h~JJ:r.
Mr. Ralph instructed you several times to leave the building. ~
~mia.m]t~[.ig;~Iso hJ:!Jlrd "OUlt lo~d ba~ging on the office of Manager Ralph.
REBUn"AL: Again, there are some seriously misleading Hes here. All references to "banging" and
"pounding" are actually normal behavior, just me knocking on the locked office dOOL All
referenc.es to "yelling" are also normal behavior, just me, with a slightly raised voice, as
appropriate to ask a couple simple questions through a locked meta! door. As 'lor 8m Marks
allegedly hearing my loud banging, this statement is not sllpported by any documents or
testimonies in the ROt It appears that Andy Richards has taken some liberty here to embellish the
story; why riot claim Bm Mari{s witnessed on this day, even if he did not?
The statement claims I became belligerent during l:he meeting, which prompted management to
place me on administrative leave; this is not what happened. During the meeting, after
determining at least two people had lied about me, ! made a statement for Patricia, slowly so she
could copy (which she did not); I cited paragraph 15(f}3 of the Accountability Board Order and
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requested an outside investigator. The meeting then ended and ! headed to the training room at
the base of the tower, to write the memo I had promised in the meeting. (NOTE: I did not walk to
my car, as stated in Specification #4; in fact, this statement is not supported by any content of the
ROI ... Andy Richards, can you explain this embellishment?) I had been writing for more than ten
minutes itvhen Patricia called me on the internal phone and advised I was on Administrative leave
and could depart. I declined her offer and stayed to finish the memo (see ROI Exhibit 12, and
Attachment #3), which declared my feeling that I was in a Hostile Worl< Environment. incidentally,
I had expressed this same concern two days earlier (see 2111 memo, Attachment #4).
Here is the lengthy entry

i made to my journal

that evening, while flying home after the meet.ing:

(2/13):
I came in and w.orke'dmy 8AM s,iift. On my first break f wrote up a short
memo witl, a few quick easy questions for which Patricia's answers would help me
prepare f.or the inte!view. Patricia repeated/if refuse-d to accept my memos, and did not
even begin to read them. Bill arriw.:d around 1:15 and a shoft while later Patricia called me
to her office. Bm and I requested and were aI/owed to meet to update aac/i other and
discuss strategy for the meeting. Bill and! went to the office, wI/ere Patricia smiled and
easily accepted the memos, then gave me a copy of the Administrator's Hotline complaini.
Bill asked tor a copy, too, so sl1e made one. f read the first rn'o lines, both faise
accusations iflat were implicitiy directed at me, and I wemted ta go conl"er with BiI! in
private, but Patricia and Jason did not want to al.fow that. I commented about still never
having been given OJ clear assessment of the known specifics of tffe a!Jegetion, and i
asked for an updai"e. Patricia offered nothing except that she f'lad interviewed four people
who said I f,ad used a racial slur. Patricia proceeded to ask if I had used tl1e (I-word. j
stated i did not feel it appropriate to answer l1er, given the his:tOfvof hostility toward rne
she and Jason had both demonstmted, and especiafiy in fight of tf1e false accusations in
tfle first r,,?fo lines of tile l4,(Jrtlinisirator's Hotline digest. I stated I fell flley had a .ore.iudice
against me. f added that PatriCia had seriously bungled the Accountability Board process,
ami this matter was very sensitive and sufficiently complex to warrant an objective
outsider to conduct the interview. J added that sensitive content in the A,dministrator's
Hotline digest supported the
for an outside investigator. Jason pushed for me to
answer Patricia's questions. Bill reiterated my request that Jason and Patricia should
forward on to the Accountable Official a request for an outside irlVestigatOl~ I asked
Patricia to confirm that tour people claimed! had used the n-word. She confinned, at
vihic/? point! said tliere are people who have Hed to tIer and we need an outside
investigator. Jason restated the need for me to answer Patricia's questions.
tllen made a
statement based an 15(f)(3), that this matter is extremely sensitive to rne and tile
circumstance's quite unique and complex what with the Administrators Hotline Gal! and the
interviewees who lIed lied to Patricia, and therefore I requested Patricia i1vake a request
that an investigator be assigned from outside. ga\le tl,e stai-ement to her slowly so she
Gouid accurately record the words. I noted she was not Witting anything down so, i added
that I wis/led she would write it down, and did she need me to repeat it. She and Jason
ta!f(ed about how if: woule! be in her Record of Conversation. J commented how completely
inaccurate f1er past Records of Conversation hed been, i10W she really needed to write it
down, but she refused. I asked if I could then go draft a written statement and Jason and
Patricia said ria. Throughout tfle meeting Jason and Patricia never warned me that my
failure to answer Patricia's questions could lead to disciplinary action. Trle meeting ended.
i went downstair.s and began drafting my written statement. Roughly ten minutes later
Patricia celled and advised { couid leave an hour plus eat1y on Administrative Leave.
said "thanks but no thanks, I'm drafting up a written statement and would stay ... but could
i half8 a raincheck on the Administrative Leave?" She did not reply and! quickly added,
"iust kidding ... but I wiJI have a statement for you soon." i fInished t1e statement, printed
up tlm:e copies, and went. to the tower cab. I gave a copy to 8m, which I signed per his
request. Bill advised! should attempt to deliver the statement and, if management refuses
to accept it, he wOllld give tl?em his copy later on. f then headed downstairs, .knocked on
the locked office door and saw Jason at his desk on the phone and Patricia at her desk,

!

!

!
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on fleT computer. I held up a copy to 00 viewed through the door window and stated
through the locked door that I had my finished written statement for the investigation.
Jason excused himself from his phone cali and looked ove( and said fIe was em a
teleconference and could not accept it I asked if Patricia could get it (she did not even
Jook up) and Jason answered he would not accept my written statement. The Th'ifO
comments Jason had already made were more efforl than it would have taken ror him to
stand up and lake four steps to tl1e door to accept the written statement. And it would
have been even easier to comrmmicale if the door had not been locked. { asked if it was
possible to slide it under the door; no answer. f tested sliding it under the door and the
sea! was too tight, so left ttJe copy at the foot of the door, then told Jason i f1ad left it and
said "goodbye".

!

Specification #5: On February 16,2007, m8fiag@fileutwasmade aware that you were confronting
your coworkers attem.pting to find out who made the aHeg§.tions against you to the
Accountability Board. Manager Ralph eaUe{l a meeting and directed you not to inteJ1ferewith
'.;vitnesses or individuals whom you believed were responsible for calling the Administrator's

Hotline. You became b.o§6Iejm~~.d1d!pagg
R.:lllVh in a th:r'eate~~.!ner,
W~v~Iol!!r haD~nd
pomtil,!g).iiLhi:g fac~. ~ger
RalQh felt threatened and teliJPi~
the meeti.P..r'O%jn.!~.9u
t~ ieavehi$ off'~. Mana~S~a
diI:££ted YQBfive.~..!,rJll.E
nmes ..t&. Je!v~J!!£offic.!. You then left the building and went to your car. Approxirnately two
w..inutes later you returned to the facility and Manager Ralph directed you to leave the facility.
Y.ill!jgnored his directions and li'eturn~ to lY(anagelf' «alph~s ~
and att~J2te~ ~9.,.ga~h1
~.
l\/hmager Ramh contacted law enforcement but a sweeILof the building confirmed that
you were no long"er on the nrerrnses.
REBurf Al: Once again, more seriously misleading statements and outright lies. For additional
information please see ffil! rebuttals to Reason #2, and Specifications #6 -#9 of Reason #3. Here,
I have provided the notes from my joumal., as think they paint an accurate picture.

i

I came in as planned, for a 1(jAM shift. Based on the cali I made to Bm
ti1e night before, f understood first business would be Bill and me visiting with Jason for a
merna directing no contact with other CCR employees about the misconduct investigation.
I passed Jason's office on the stairs, heading up t'l'lIO more levels to put my ceflphone and
coffee cup in my locker; Jeson sounded aiamled thai' i was continuing upstairs when tie
told me to come back, but I toid him what i was doing and said f would be back before Bill
could get there from the tower cab. returned quickly and had a few minutes alone in
Jason's office before BiI! could get there. asked Jason if he got the copy of my statement
I had left Tuesday afternoon. He acted IiIm rDedid not know what! was talking about and
said nothing (liis nOfmal style) rather than asking a clarifying question. I asked again, this
time clarifying had he picked up tile copy i fled left outside his door or had Bill given him a
copy, and had tile copy been added to the investigative reporl? Jason paused then stated
he ilad "retrieved" my copy. Had he added it to the report? ..no answer. [note, 810B:
neither Jason's nor Bm's copy was added to the investigative reporl; submitted my own
cop.¥'at my interview 3/23/07J Standard operating procedure ... we were going nowhere.
Bill arrived and we began our planned meeting. Jason made a statement (I learned tater
he was restating the content of his SY10rt memo). I stated my agreement with the need to
not discuss, and that it was consistent with guidance in Order 11"10.125A. However, J took
issue with llis use at the words "previously stated" in reference to the order to not discuss;
I stated no such "previous" directive had been made. Jason was being vague and so f
asked him to clarify if he was meaning 118 or Patricia tlad gillen me a previous gag order.
Jason continued to dance around and not give a clear answer. Bill and i ware aJiowed to
exit to the stairwell for a quick conference during which I whispered to Bill the need for
him to intentene, to help Jason answer the key question: is Jason saying he andlor
(2116):

!

!

!
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Patricia had given me previous directive to not talk to my coworkers (if so, he is lying)? Bil!
agreed. We went in and resumed the discussion. I soon asked Jason the same question
and, when he again dodged it, Bill piped in and asked Jason to clarify. It went back and
forih a couple times between them and then Bill stated! was mostly concerned about
possibly being in trouble for what Jason or Pailicia may have previously said. I then
clarified that that was NOT my concern, that yes we need Jason to clarify if tie believed a
directive had been previously made, but since it had not, I was not concerned about
"being in trouble". Jason then gave me a copy of the memo and asked me to
acknowledge signature. I asked why, given that Bill was here witnessing .. Jason insisted I
needed to sign but I said I needed to annotate reference itle false statement about
"previous" direction. Jason stated I could not annotate. I t/'len clarified f did not want to
appear uncooperative, so felt pressure to sign, but would like to annotate. Jason loudly
ordered me to not annotate. I stafted scribbling a note, that I will later submit amplifying
comments as i was not allowed to annotate, then realized that my note might be
considered an annotation, so I then folded up the copy to keep as mine and told Jason he
could keep his copy which! would not sign. Later, I noticed the subject line: interfering
with an official investigation Huh?? What hes Jason ,been doing, with his denying me a
simple right in annotate, with his refusal to accept rl1Y written statements, with his refusal
to discuss matters with me?

~iftcation
#6: On I\1arch 23,2007, during an official investigation conducted by Special
Agent Jim Austin when asked had you ever spoken in a manner to mimic someone who is
African American, you stated, «Yes, you had mimicked two people, but only one who was
African American and his ethnicity had nothing to do with the mimicry." You stated that you
were :mimicking James who mirnics Jason, You added that you wowd also mimic Ken Moyer's
mumbling habit, hoping Ken \vould recognize the annoyan.ce fild correct his habit.
REBUTI AL: This Specitk:auem is nearly identical to Specification #1 above, sa please refer to my
have
rebuttal there. It really is not clear, whether or not mimicry is a "misconduct". Nevertheless,
certainly learned a lesson here ... 1will NEVER again mimic anyone in ATe. If I truly have
committed a miscanduct by mimicking Jason and/or Ken Moyer, will responsibly accept a
punishment commensurate with that received by James Swanson.

i

!

~ditiona!
S]2ecmcation :..:..':.:
In his letter proposing my removal, Andy Richards
alleges numerous misconducts by me that is••• severe~y impact the Agency's mission of
creating a productive and hospitable work environment" [reference: see Andy's words,
paragraph 4, page 4, of his proposal letter; see also numerous related cites throughout
HRPIVI ER 1]. On March 23,2007, during an official investigation, Special Agent Jim
Austin asked me three questions about rnigraine headaches:
Agent Austin asked, "After having been denied sick leave did you. tell someone
from Travis Approach that you had a migraine headache?" I replied: "Yes. Travis
called to coordinate an arrival. i could not focus on tIle letters was flying to write
on a strip. J mentioned tile migraine so Travis would slow down and give me Ume
to double~check my strip-marking was correct. "

!

Agent Austin asked, "After being denied sick leave while working ground control
did you tei! a pilot you had a migraine headache and that you were unable to see
or take leave? ! replied: "I told the pilot I had a migraine and I flad difficulty
seeing. had previously twice told Pairicia f could not focus and might need to

!
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tell the next pilot I tlave a migraine and was losing my vision; she twice ignored
me. The pilot call happened first, then the Travis coordination, at which point
Patricia unplugged and told me to leave on sick leave."
Agent Austin asked, "Do you get migraine headaches very often?" I replied: "No,
but I started getting them when J arrived at Concord and I started having them 2
or 3 time (sic) a week. I have had them for many years but the (sic) usually occur
during stressful periods. I have never seen a doctor for the migraines, but I have
mentioned them in routine physicals. "
I am hereby including this "migraine" issue as an additional Specification, because it is
relevant in detailing the astonishingly inappropriate and unsafe behavior of
management in the Hostile Work Environment (HV\fE) maintained by Manager Jason
Ralph at Concord ATCT. As this HVVE is clearly contrary to the Agency's objective of a
productive and hospitable work environment, the facts and follow-up of this migraine
incident need to be understood. Here is what happened:
On Monday ('11.22), Ken Moyer had been difficult to work with for hours and, with Supervisor
Patricia Hardy at the CIC desk, she oould see it clearly_ Unfortunately, as has always been her
pattern, she just ignored it. I was getting a headache. I addressed Patricia about the problems
Ken Moyer (at local control) was causing for me (at ground control). Pamcia blew me off and Ken
just kinda smirked. ~gave up on trying to get Patricia to take charge of the situation. Then, Ken
started badgering me with a comment and my headache started growing worse very fast. We had
very few airplanes and the tower could easily have been handled with just Ken and Patricia, so I
told Patricia I was not feeling weil and asked if I could be relieved. She denied my request
tried
to focus on my work and think through the headache, but it .iust kept getting worse. After a while I
asked Patricia again, saying I'm not feeling well and was requesting sic!, leave. She again denied
me. in the background
heard Ken mumble "that is so Jame!" as he paced in his comer. ! started
to get a migraine; the peripheral areas 011 both eyes were starting to flash and I was losing my
ability to see. After a couple more minutes, seeing that the migraine was continuing to intensify, I
turned again and told Patricia I was getting a migraine and losing my vision and needed to be
relieved on sick leave, She denied my request and commented something like "Just because you
don't feel weil doesn't mean you can have siclt leave. ~{S'can't keep letting you go eVelY time you
get upset. " I was really quite shocked and I wanted to just leave but I knew I could not as that
would be insubordination. I turned back to just try my best A few minutes later I told her the
migraine was getting worse and when could expect sick leave; she told me I could have sick
leave at fifteen minutes before the end or my shift: (a standard shift departure time). Another few
rninutes later, as the migraine had intensified where I couid not read a strip and airplanes outside
were just fuzZ'j blurs, I told Patricia that the next flight that called ! would put it on the radio that I
have a migraine and can barely see. She did not answer. I repeated myself. She again did not
answer. A pilot called ready to taxi and I told him about my migraine and did my best to see him
as gave taxi instructions. He said he was sorry about my migraine. Travis Approach then called
and rattled off an arrival; I was having trouble concentrating, so ! asked them to slow down and
mentioned my migraine and vision trouble. They repeated the a!Tival data more slowly while!
struggled to see if I was putting the data in the right parts of the strip, or if the letters were even
properly shaped (my job was to ensure the data was accurate and legible, when gave it to Ken
Moyer to use). Patricia abruptly got lip and took over Ground Control, and told me can leave now
on Sick Leave. ! tole! her I was in no shape to drive with my migraine and besides, I was going to
go talk to Jason about the denial of sicl{ leave issue. ! went to ,Iason's office, and he was
surprisingly helpful. I explained my concerns to him, popped an ibuprofen, and thell reiaxed with
my eyes covered in the darlt; of the training room for a l1a!f··hour or so, enough for my vision to
allow me to check out and drive home.

i

i

i

i

i
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i

i

And, it gets worse. When became physically incapacitated and unable to do my job (I could not
see an airplane out the window, or the letters I was trying to write on a paper strip), I was denied
sick leave (which could easily have been provided) and did the only safe thing I was capable of
doing: I transmitted messages contributing to air safety by advising others that I was partially
incapacitated. For this, I was given a letter of Warning on 1123/01 [see ROl, Exhibit 15].

Specification: On February 16,2007, after you became hostile Manager Ralph ordered you
five se arate times to leav~ ~j~ offi£!:..You then left the building and went to your car.
Approximately two minutes later you returned to the facility and Manager Ralph again ordered
you to leave the facility. You igno.r¢ hi:!!or'derl.!nd rret~!!~ t~Mana"ger Railih's.office a~.1!
memnte{! to min ~ntrf~ Manager Ralph contacted local law enforcement, but a sweep of the
building corrfirm.ed that you were no longer on the premises.

i

REBUTTAL.: was no more "hostilet than was Jason, and quite possibly much less hostile than
~Iaoon. I did not do or say anything that would have caused fear in a reasonable person. I
departed with a sick leave approval, and as such, it makes lIO sense that Jason would order me
five separate times to leave his office. heard no such orders. if they are like his allegation that I
attempted to gain entry to his office ... they are simply a lie. I returned only to fetch my ceUphone
and with no re"lsonable expectation that Jason might be fearful of my return. While I was fetching
my cellphone, Jason told me to leave, and ! left For a more detailed account, please see Reason
#1, SpeCification #'&5,which provides my journal from that day.

i

The reason is listed as "Insubordination or refusal to carry out an order". ! certainly did not refuse
to carry out an order, so it appears the charge here is insubordination. Just to be clear, I consulted
my dictionary, which states that insubordination is the failure to submit to an authority. At that
me.eting, on 2/16/07, fuere was no denying Jason was an authority<; he planned the rneeting,
scheduled me to be there, and gave me his supervisory memo at the start. Unfortunately, the
memo had a false statement and my loyalty to truth and the ideals of a Mode! Wor!< Environment
caused me to feel! had an obligation to draw Jason's attention to this problem. Jason apparently
did not share my concern about truth in signed documents (he had already signed) so he did not
respectfully thank me for my observation and pen in a correction, as most authorities 1;vouldhave
done. Real authorities do 110t even have to reply, and Jasc:<rIis quite true to this standard. ! offered
a simpleton's solution to the problem: me annotating the memo. Jason was belligerent and denied
this request. However, Jason, as an authority, had the light to assert his belligerence, and I
respect that; may not appreciate it, but! respect it. I attempted to reason v<!ith Jason, because
communicating through an apparent impasse is the sort of thing we proudly do in a Model VVork
Environment. Jason authont13tively replied: ! could either sign without annotations, or ! could not
sign and he would mark me as refusing to sign. My incompetent efforts at resolving the problem
that was clearly lllisperceiving ""ere failing me. At one point in the meeting, Jason ordered me to
not annotate on the memo; ! paused, but I was rattled enough that I started to scribble a note on
the memo, and thanl\fl.llly I caught myself before might have busted J2Json's order. I think bacl,
on that day, 011 the prevailing fact t,l-jatJason Ralph, my manager, is an authority, and how my
awareness ol that was consuming all my energy during that meeting, and I just cannot agree with
a claim that was insubordinate. And it never went away. A few weeks later, when! received a
letter from Jason threatening discipline if I failed to spend nearly $2,000 011 obtaining a
psychological evaluation, ! had every right to risk insubordination, because ,Jason had flO authority
to order me to do this, but I did follow his orders and pay for the evaluation (I'm stm looking for the
reimbursement). Come to think of it, ! still think about how ,Jason is an authority ... Gi lot.

i

i

i

i
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Perhap~; it is because Jason is an authority that I fee! so incapable of understanding how his mind
wor!{s. ! cannot be held accountable for Mr. Ralph's statements or actions, nor should I be held
accountable for his perceptions, many of which may not be based on reality. I believe any rational
person, in the spirit of FJ>.,A'sModel Work Environment. would have either permed in an annotation
or granted a subordinate a right to annotate a brief comment about a disputed line on a memo;
would have granted a subordinate a quick dash to retch a cellphone; would have openly
communicated a sensing of -fear (especially when a third person is present); and would have
recognized the Sheriff did not have to come "sweep" t.ile facility if Jeff's car is gone and am Marks
says he saw .Jeff drive away. ! also believe that an irrational person. if maliciously inclined and
hell-bent on producing a significant disciplinary action, would not want to pass on the shock-effect
of calling local law enforcerflent to
the facility .

.s..n.~qif1cation:# 1:On
2007. during a.q oftldal investigation conducted by Special agent
Jim Austin, when asked, ""Did you make a statement s]milar to «•.•they're trying to hold us
similarity the reference is to a lyric
n.iggers dO\'\ln?" You stated H>'No," You then stated, '''As
quoted frotn a Randy Newman song caned '<Redneeks". You then explained your comrnen.t was
rnade during a Sunday mOrnL'lg discussion vvith John smd James whose comments were likening
ATC training to hazing
goes on in fraterrrities and you stated during this conversation.,
"Yeart, it's like the lyric
RID1.dyNeVVlTIan'Ssong, keeping the niggers dowl1... the CPC's have a
chance to assert their pecking orner, so step on the trainees:'

I

i

REBUTTAl: My answer is truthful. am not sure what is umisleadingn here, and my requests to
Andy Richards et al forCiarificatiofl these past two weeks have been ignored, unfortunately, but
that is Andy's choice. '\5 for content, there is one detail! want to make clear: John Crabtree was
really not involved in this discussion. it was James alone who was making the comment about
sirnilarities between ATe training and fraternity hazing. The specific point he '\flrd5 making was
that, just as pledges have to put up with bad treatment, abuse, etc., dming hazing, so too do ATe
trainees have to put up 'll'iitl1 the problems their instructors can (and often will) dole out The theme
was oppression, so I felt very comfortable chiming in with a quick quote of a lyric from a Randy
Newman song about oppression, "Rednet:.::ksn• After having heard the n-word dozens of times just
the night before, as set up by James on his laptop in the tower cab, stupidly felt comfortable
using a word I never use. I made a mistake; I used the Ii-word once, in a non-disparaging context,
quoting a lyric.

i

,fu!ecification #2: \}\Thenasked by i1"gentAustin if anyone told you that type of speech was
inappropriate an,d tell you to stop spea.1dng in that man.ner? You stated, '·'No, absolutely not." You
then stated that the night before the 1/21/2007 incident James had set up his PC on the LC
console with a DVD caUed Boondocks. You watched the Boondocks DVD with him for an hour
or so and heard the n-'word used a dozen times in a couple of animated I}TIcs. Yon stated you
would not have felt a reference to Randy Nev.n.nan·s lyric \1l,'ouldbe acceptable had you not
shared this DVD vvith James and Andrew.
REBUTT At: Again, my answer is truthful. I am not sure what is "misleading" here. Unfortunately,
made these past two weeks.
Andy Richards et al ignored the many requests for clarification

i

This particular Specification is very troubling because of the deceptive editing work done by the
author, Andy Richards. This particular specification misrepresents the content of the ROI. The
elernents Jil>,ndy has ~Nrittel1,claiming that I stated them in response to this specific question from
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Agent Austin, are actually a hodgepodge of answers from different questions. I answered "'No,
absolutely not" when Agent Austin asked a different question; he asked me if I had been told it
was inappropriate for me to mimic James mimic.dng Jason and Ken Moyer. More revealing
though, is the next sentence in my reply to Agent Austin. I stated:
"'No, absolutely not. In fact, I thought it was strange around the first of February when
James and Andrew were talking about how they' had been told to not mimic Ken Moyer
anymore, but I had not been told to change anything.
From my perspective today, after all I have endured since February 2007, I tend to believe I was
intentionally NOT told to cease mimicry so that could be further documented with an undeclared
misconduct.

i

i

As for my com men!; about the Boondocks DVD, the ROI is misquoted here. said I had heard the
l1-word used "dozens or times", not "a dozen times". A dozen times in an hour is a dozen times too
many, but dozens of times was, for me, simply numbing.

Specification #~: VVhenasked by Agent Austin ifyoM.mad£.~ statement

~~M?

§iimilar..!o~~How aJ!"~

Yau stated,"No, and this is llillbeIievable
how made up these allegations

are."
REBUlTAl:
fire rne?

Again,

! answered

truthfully, and my truthful answer is Andy's basis for proposing to

This is a really good. Specification to bring up, because it goes right to the heart of the incredibility
of the ROt A complete analysis of the ROi shows three alleged uses of the n~word. One of them,
quoting a song lyric, I have never disputed ... though I 'Ni!! vehemently dispute the rnany variations
that are careless!~' claimed in a mindless attempt to morph my comment into a disparaging slur.
Interestingly, of the two remaining l1-word allegations, one is unclaimed (the ROi had eight sworn
testimonies, and not one mentioned it; by the way, this is the allegation that was submitted by am
Marks as Union Representative delivering hearsay fmm ufHlamea employees ..a good way to
generate an allegation without accountability), and the other is clearly claimed by just one person:
Ken Moyer. Yes, Ken Moyer, my primary OJT instructor who provided this on page one of his
swom testimony to Agent Austin on 3/22/07:
"Some time ago I was counseied on inappropriate comments U,;at I believe Jeffrey was
aware or. One day tie was coming up the stairs to the' cab, f was at the focal control
position, James Swanson was oft position, standing by the sink; Jeffrey looked at me and
said '!low are aU you niggers doing.' I think ['"Ie felt he could get away with this type of
comment because of my past counseling. "

i

In truth, was barely aware of Ken's having been "counseled on inappropriate comments".
Sometime around 211/07, while upstairs working with James and Andrew, James told me the
story. During my four months at the tower, James had commented a few times about how ~<en
Moyer just loves a Ghearty debate", and how he annoys so many people by saying things to mal(e
them defensive. On this particular day, James said Ken had gotten in trouble for making a racially
disparaging comment. Apparently, in a tower cab discussion about career progression, ,James
made a comment and Ken Moyer immediately launched into 8J comment, roughly: "The only
reason you are hen.~is you are black and your dad is an F/:JA manager!" James said he was pretty
mad at Ken Moyer for that comment and responded, but it never went any further, other than Ken
Moyer being counseled by management. So, Ken Moyer is claiming I said "W/IElf'in front of
"llv!lOm"? For the record, in his sworn testimony to Agent Austin, James Swanson referenced the
song lyric incident and then added:
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"[ have noS-heard Jeff make any other racial comments. When I have been with 11im in itle
workplace, other than the comment he made, I have not had any conflicts with him or
observed any problems in nie workplace with other employees. "
Ken Moyer aione claims I made this outlandish racist statement from the stairs to the cab, in a
scenario for which it should have been witnessed; the likely witness, James Swanson, was at the
sink (right at the top of the stairs) where he would have witnessed it; and yet, James did not hear
it I trust James' hearing; he would not be certified as an ATC if he had any hearing problems. I
also trust that Kenlieo, under oath, in cormectlon with an official investigation (see ~'23, Table of
Penalties). But, hey, let's flot be too quick to judge; let's look a little deeper. Why would Ken Moyer
lie about this? Was he temporarily nuts, or did he just reel secure that even a lie would not have
consequences?
Here's my theory: Jason Ralph managed his tower at Concord in a way that was
so hostHe, and so focused on producing a disciplinarY' action, truth and reality no longer mattered.
Bored controllers like Ken Moyer and Bill Marks could not only make their jobs more interesting by
producing corroborating evidence (even if the evidence was false), they improved their standing
with the manager in charge, Jason Ralph. in an odd way, a sort of malicious symbiosis developed,
because the corroborating evidence they provided rnade Jason's job more significant, gave him
something "rear to do. With assistance from Ken and Sill and others, Jason rode Andy
Papageorge for years llntil Andy retired in early 2007. Once that was over, ! became Jason's new
ride. Just a theory, based on years of observing rnnnan behavioral patterns in a few boring,
bureaucratic environments at smaller ATe towers. For the record, Concord was by far the worst
example! have encountered. On the first day I wor'l(ed at Concord, ! knew something was weird
when I noticed, under the glass at the CiC desk of the tower cab, a ready-reference document
unli~~eany I had seen at other towers. !t was a copy of Appendix 2 from Order VVP 1600.32., whid1
lists 36 Mwaming signs for potentially violent behavior' (Attachment t;..J.5).

Specification #4: Vr'hen asked by Agent Jim Austin, after Patricia Hardy had you sign a letter
the le!tclf=back and
advising you of me investigation, if you returned 10 th~.!<llIVieir §~!Jj~g
yelled at Patricia Hardy, you stated, "I demanded nothing." "Youstated you explained agah1 your
check with your signature and you asked to return it so you could
concern. about 'iVliti.ng a
annotate or aHO'.i\>! you to provide a statement. You stated again that you did not yen at her, you
were concerned what the investigation was about and aU you knew was it was about using the
"n" ·word.
REBUTTAl: !s there something about "truth" ! do not understand? Does it have an alternative
meaning within the confines of this document and this process of surreal torment, Andy? Again,
my answer is truthful; demanded nothing. 011, and there is much more to say about these events
on 216; please see my rebuttal to Reason #!-1,Specification ttJ.

i

fuJ~catior.L#5:
When asked by Agent Austin, "Did Patricia Hardy
Bm Marks to the office
19 inteLYene ®d ~~m YQYJ1£(w.Q?" You stated to your knowledge you thought Bm was being
caned on the basis of a Weingarten meeting.

i

REBUTTAL: !n 49+ years (hey, that rneans can retire from my ATC job in only 8-months!), one
thing have learned is the beauty of truth: truth is real, no matter how hard some people tr'l to
change and distort it. It's a lesson ! try to share with my three kids: put your faith in truth, and
ensure others can have faith that you are true. On, wait, I am supposed to be providing a more

i

direct rebuttaL.
My response to Agent Austin was more precise than what Andy has stated here;

i

stated "You'd
have to ask Patricia that question; to my knowledge she brougM him down on ttlS basis of

lfi/'I!'Jingal'ten."
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The thing that is really amazing abouf: this Specification is my answer to this one was really just a
deflection; I effectively and prudently said ul cannot answer thaf'. What could possibly be
misleading about this answer? Andy, with all due respect, is your desire to remove me so intense,
that you will even try to frame a non-answer as a "misleading statement", so as to justify firing this
employee?

Specification #6: When asked by Agent Austin during the February 16th meeting with Mr. Ralph,
shou!.al}.!lI!oke our 1m ers towards his face?" You
"'Did you ~nh)!!ld
stated, "No, we were standing and having a discussion." You added that dlrring this discussion
you pointed out that Mr. Ralph was turning up the comers of his mouth starting to smile and you
wanted him to be aware of his mixed signal, dming a very serious conversation.
REBun AL: Oh, just beam me up, Scotty!! j was truthful, again. I could 110t say it more clearly
now, even after another thorough review of the nearl}!' 5-inch stack of papers I have collected. It
happened exactly as I answered 011 3/23/07, which is 366 + 8 + 30 + 3"1 + 30 + 31 + 22 days
ago ... whoa, that was 5"18 days ago. Scotty, are you there?!!

Specification #7: Vv'henasked by Agent Austin, "Did Mr. F..alph ten you to stop pointing your
finger towards his face? You st3'Jed, '"Absolutely n.o", especially as you did not continue to point.
V/hen asked did you continue to shout at him and shake your hand toward his face? You stated,
"No, I made the comment about his turning up the comers ofms mouth and that was it."
REBUTTAL: let's try this again. On March 23,2007, my Investigative Interview consisted of Agent
Austin asking me a series of speci'flc questions, and me providing immediate and frank answers
without 'the use of personal notes. When Agent Austin asked me this series of questions, I was
not aware that prior testimonies by Manager Jason Ralph and Union Representative 8m Marks
had both suggested that I was hostile and potentially violent in the 21'16 meeting. ! learned in my
first month at Concord (October, 2006) that Jason tends to severely exaggerate and misrepresent
the truth, so when Agent Austin asked me this pair of questions, I thought was providing a
complete answer by simply addressing the key element: that! had briefly pointed at the comer of
Jason's mouth and it appeared he was sl:arting to smile ... that this was a very confusing signal in a
serious discussion. Upon review of my personal notes, and seeing the apparent necessity to add
what happened next, I will now add: not much more happened in that meeting. expressed to
Jason how untruswiforthy he appeared to be, and said roughly, "how can! work for a man like
you?" I then noted how ill the stress of this meeting was making me fee!, and I requested and
was granted sick leave for the day. ! did nothing hostile such as approaching Jason, waving my
hands, etc.

i

i

Specification #8: When asked by Agent Austin, "'l\-.-R:er this meeting did Mr" Ralph Jell...yon tq
~el!e
buiidii1Rg?" You stated, «No, you asked for sick leave and Jason granted it and you left
the buildingo"
REBUTTAL:
was:

i am again

baffled as to what is "misleading" abol,lt this statement. My full response

!

"No. i asked for sick leave, Jason granted it. left the building. in a telephone call a few
hours !ater he toid me that this day would be sick leave but that I was being put on
administrative leave after\fyard, with a new workweek until further advised."
For the record, in this same cali, Jason also directed me to not visit the tower, and to not make
'harassing calls' to the tower; when replied by noting I have never made harassing calls (see "1;3
in the list of violent behaviors) to the tower and asked him to explain, he refused. Just like he later
refused to talk to the PhD psychologist he had ordered me to see (under threat or discipline) when

i
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the psychologist, as a standard part of his evaluative process, wanted ,Jason to clarify what his
concerns were about me. Just like Dr. Goodman, the Regional Flight Surgeon(!), also refused to
speal'l: to this PhD psychologist in the same context. ,Just like Andy Richards, who refused to
clarify these Specifications, to indicate what appears "misleading" and what (if any) ROI content
substantiates any of these "misleading" labels. Perhaps the "misleading" is simply that my
statement is not consistent with swom testimonies by both Manager Jason Ralph and Union
Representative Bm Marks, who both made no mention or the granted sick leave request, likely
because doing so would have diminished the potency of their false claim I was ordered to leave.
Which, interestingly, is an example of umisleading testimony" by Manager Jason Ralph and Union
Representative Bill t\llarl;;s.

Specification #9: Wnen asked by Agent Austin, «After leaving the building did you retum and
~£!.m!JMr::l!piph's4«191' !,~.§~~?
You stated that you did come back to
get your cell phone and water bottle. You ran up the stairs past Jason.' s office. You stated that
Jason sounded alaruled when he yelled through his locked door to not go upstairs. You stated that
you only replied that you were getting your ceUphone and you kept going, quiddy. You passed
by his door on
way down less than 15 sc"Conds later fu,d you did not Imock on Jason's door,
a.qd you did not make any attempt to talk to Jason about the previous conversation.
REBUTf AL:Agent I!\ustin asked me a question and I truthfully described how I briefly returned on
2/16107, and ran up the stairs to fetch my cell phone. Again, when I was given my Investigative
Interview 011 March 23,2007, I had no idea what was going 011 inside Jason's head. This is
understandable because Jason never would communicate with me (and from what my Goworkers
said, this is his stelle with everyone). In fact, Jason is very reclusive and nOl'H~ommlinic:ative, and
when he does choose to communicate it is nearly ahf-lays accusatoi)f, derneaning, and with hostile
intent So, it was eight months later, after I finally received a copy of the ROI in October 2007, that
! became aware that Jason had spent months trying to document me as a history of erratic,
potentiaily violent behaviol" ... so that I could be removed from service. Of course, this is not my
history, and this is not who! am; this is simply Jason abusing his FAA managerial authority.
In any event, ! now feel it appropriate for me to elaborate a bit on the response I gave to Agent
Austin. I returned to the tower only because I realized ! had left my cellphone in my unlocked
locker, on the fourth floor (Jason's office is floor two,
equipment room is floor three, the tower
cab is floor t'ive). I ran up the stairs as always do, because I am a runner and I try to stay fit; !
also had ail incentive (this time) to be qutck, so I could get away from the stress of Jason's tower.
I quickly passed the locked door of Jason's office. Roughly five seconds later, as ! was passing
the third floor, Jason called out and! resp(')nded that I was just getting my ce!lphone; I did not
break my stride, nor did I sense was ignoring an order doing something so quick and
reasonable: fetching my cellphone. Bear in mind, too, I had never been given any discipline or
reprimand or otherwise advised that Jason saw me as a potentia! worl<piace violence !<ind of guy,
so when he told me to not go upstairs! just sensed, a) he means do not go to the tower cab (I
was not going there, anyvJay) and bj ell, this is just dassie, over-controlling Jason. I wasted no
time and, maybe ten seconds after my quicl( reply, I was mnning past Jason's locked office door
on my lNay back dO\Nrt. I had absolutely 110 interest in engaging Jason in another futile discussion;
I just wanted to leave, immediately. When, in his sworn testimony, Jason stated a ••• he returned to
my office, attempted to gain entn/, and then Jeff', it was all a lie except for the obvious: I left ! ran
by his office, and! absolutely did not knock or attempt to gain entry. Jason lied. As for the swom
testimony of Bill Marks, there is something misleading. He stated: ~.. .! went upstairs to wori{ traffic
and Jeff left the building and went to his car and then came back in tf1e building banging on
something. I heard Jason till (sic) Jeff to leave the build (sic) and Jeff ran downstairs and drove
oft:" The ~banging" Bm referred to was me running up the stairs; the stairs are metal plate bolted to
a metal frame, and make a fair amount of noise just walking, and a little m(lre rurming ... but
everyone is aware of this noise. Had Bill been more careful to not mislead in his testimony, he
would have stated Uj fleaI'd a banging noise like Jeff running up the stairs, as he nom1ally does".

i

i
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Note, too, ail! testified that he observed me comply with Jason's order: "... Jeff ran downstairs and
drove off', yet, Jason still called the Sheriff's office for a "sweep" of the facility.

Employees are expected to approach their duties in a professional and business-like manner and
maintain such an attitude throughout the workday, by exercising courtesy and tact at all times.
Employees are also expected to provide complete and truthful information. The inappropriate
conduct you exhibited severely impacts the Agency's mission of creating a productive and
hospitable work environ_ment. You used inappropriate language and you were confrontational to
both peers and management. You failed to foHow and chose to ignore the direction to leave the
facility. You also provided misleading information during an official investigation. This has had
an affect on t!1.eemployee/employer relationship and a negative impact to employee morale,
which is a hindrance to aviation safety. Your conduct seriously degrades this relationship and
tlUst and your inappropriate behavior in the workplace v\riB no longer be tolerated.

i

I believe in ail the lofty ideals mentioned here, and have aspired to them throughout my FAA
career. However, if issues of courtesy and tact, professionalism and creating a productive and
hospitable work environment are really important in today's FAA, and if equitable treatment of
personnel is important, you had better write up another half-dozen removal letters for others at
Concord ATCT.

i

As one example of how attempted to improve the employee/employer relationship and employee
morale, please see the mo memos regarding Andy Papageorge (Attachments #6 & #7) .• lason
took a situation where first I (before Andy arrived) identified an unsafe tinkering with the radar
settings, then Andy arrived and repeated it -- and Jason did NOTHING - though this offense (#63
in the Table) is punishable by removal. Instead, Jason issued a memo for unfounded "spot
corrections", including accusing Andy of being Uangry" when he was simply raising his voice over a
vacuum cleaner.

8. TIns proposed disciplimuy action
consistent with the Table of Penalties in FAA's Human
Resources Operating Instructions (HROI), and the Human Resources Policy Manual (HRPM).
Under the Table of Penalties cited above, Reason #2 alone could warrant removal for a first
offense, Reason #3 alone could warrant removal for a first offense, and Reason # 1 standing alone
could warrant a 14-day suspension for a first offense. Collectively your offenses as cited above
certainly wa."Tantyour removal to promote me efficiency of the service.
I believe the proposed actions are NOT consistent with the Table of Penalties. For example, on
Reason #2 (Insubordination), it is not dear whether this really was an insubordination. Clearly, if
we were in a feal and meaning'rul situation and Jason ordered me to send a landing aircraft
around and I told him to shove off, would be insubordinate, and ! had better have a good
explanation for ignoring his authority at that moment. But, these examples with Jason are so
constructed, they should have a little sticker that reads "made by Jason". Jason has always been
indisputably hostile toward me {and toward just about everyone at Concord, from what others told
me}, and he has always been thoroughly inflexible about all suggestions, and intolerant of
anything that even begins to suggest a criticism. He has a habit of suddenly teHing a person,
"leave my office flOW!", with an apparent expectation that they wm immediately cease all other
functions and quickly motor out the door; I found that the slightest pause or start of a comment or
question triggers an instant repeat, "leave my office now!" Recalling this reminds me of the stories
I heard, during my four months at Concord, that Jason alleged!y has an ugly managerial history
consisting of a series of quick relocations after he had gotten into grievance trouble at each
facility. If remember correctly, first Concord, then Napa, then Oakland, then back to Concord,
and now on to San Francisco (staff job) in the last year. Given my experiences with Jason, can

i

i
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see now it is quite possible that the larger problem for Andy Richards is how to manage Jason
Ralph so as to protect his other employees.

9. As an Air Traffic Controller you have a significant responsibility for the lives and property of
others. The trust of the flying public depends on absolute confidence in the integrity of the FAA
in our oversight of air transport facilities. Providing false and/or misleading statements during
investigations strikes to the heart of Lhe employee~employer relationship, undercuts
management's ability to make informed decisions based on fact, and diminishes the public's
confidence in the integnly of our work product.
Them is one significant lie in this statement, Andy: ! did not provide false and/or misleading
statements during Agent Austin's investigation., The rem~itl'Rder cf wh~t ycu $&'lY, though, is
be~uUfad;
absohJlteiy agree \l'J'ith

i

One of the principle attractions 'for me to the ATC profession was the responsibility of our job, and
the chance to serve the public. ! have always been an idealist about the concept of civil
service ... 6vel1 now, after having passed age 49. But this mealls to me, not just hanging in there
for paYChecks and h.tifEmty-yearpins while doing a minimum on the job (and we all know many like
this in the FAA); it also means sticking my neck out to fix a problem before someone gets hurt
Like the time I spoke up at my first facility. The experiences
had tl'1el1(especially the FAA
management repercussions) were eerily similar to what happened to me at Concord (thankfully,
the five facilities in between offered many year-s of satisf'/ing work ... not always, but most of the
time). One day, in March 1989, came upstairs to the tower cab and heard a controller at PDX
(ten miles west of LIS) yelling over the speakerphone, "Are you fa/k.in to tt/at Cherokee? He damn
near took out my Dash-8!" Hearing his agitated tone, I ran up the stairs where I expected to see
my coworker on the phone working out the problem vllith PDX. Instead, he was looking up at the
radar and east toward the Columbia Gorge, and listening to a pilot on the radio speaker (no
headset), trying to sort out another problem. As soon as I determined it was OK for me to do so, I
picked up the line to PDX and was told they had a Cherok.ee without a radio that tried to land and
almost hit a Horizon Dash-8. A few seconds later, after consulting with my coworker, I caUed POX
back and got the approval we needed to bring the Cherokee back to liD. So, what happened?
The pilot had reported east of
and simply flew over our airport and almost landed PDX. .. and
nearly hit a commuter plane in the process. The deeper problem, though, was that my coworker
was watching the NCAA Basketball playoffs on a TV, permanently installed and internally wired
inside a cabinet in the tower cab. He had iacl<ed me judgment to recognize he should not be
watching basketball playoffs while trying to control busy traffic on a rare sunny Saturday in
Oregon. Just as we all had lacked the judgment to know we should not be pooling our money,
buying a small color-TV, and installing it in the tower cab. This was not the only gross collective
irresponsibility at TTD. We also had serious time-card fraud, vlfhich we called "early shoves". Not
the ubiquitous "nobody-cares-if-you-!eave-15-minutes-early"
kind; no, this involved hours, and
people understanding they shared a responsibility to cover for one another. .. to make a phone call,
if needed, to let a coworker know he has now been signed out on sick leave at 8: 15PM because
we had a gear-up landing at 8:35PM, after he had slipped out Teamwork, in ATC, sometimes
morphs awa.y from efficiency, service, and job satisfaction to "you cover my butt, !'If cover yours".

i

i
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Responsibility. I started the last paragraph saying: one or the principle attractions for me to the
A TC profession was the responsibility of our job, and the chance to serve the public. I used to be
far more idealistic (then had kids!), but even in those early ATC years, before marrying, ! was
prudent enough to know the necessity of fitting in with the others at my new towel". At the FAA
Academy, we had instructors, all retired controllers, 'Jlfho frequently impressed us all with the overriding importance of fitting in. So, when arrived at TID in March 1987 and found lots of
controllers but almost no work to do, was not comfortable with the TV and the early shoves, but I
knew better than to try to change it Besides, ! was in training, and I knew if I was "responsible"
and spoke up, I would start to see bad training reports and eventually be washed out. So, I stayed
quiet. I certified. ! took on nearly aU the collateral duties in the facility. I earned two years of

i
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exc,el!ent ratings, letters, even a cash award. stm knew better than to press against the fiow, but
that changed, in March 1989, after the near-midair ..I told my coworkers, what they do betvveen
lTIem is their business, but I had realized, if we had had a collision with that Cherokee, I could not
have lied to protect my coworker. I spoke up.
So, my first faciiity, .lust !ike Concord, was exclUciatingly slow, filled with bored coworkers needing
to find an outlet. The more substantial similarity, though, was the management repercussions to
my respol1sibie actions. At TTO, none of my coworkers were angry at me for speaking up, and a
few even seemed to appreciate somebody did it before they had to. But the manager, that was
another story. He began an aggressive campaign against me. At first, he just tried to break my
spirit intimidating meetings, aggressive memos (Attachment #8) that isolated me from my peers,
disparate treatment, and lot.s of priw.lte documentation.
was not succeeding, though, in his
effort to break my spirit. My idealism, and my commitment to responsibility, was too strong. Even
more, ! just sensed the deep truth, that he was so wrong for what he was doing, so it seemed the
more energy he put into trying to harm and destroy, the more resolve! found to resist him. Andy, !
think since last September, in the time you and! have talked and corresponded, you have seen
some of this. ! do not know why I am this way (I just am). ! do not know if this is indicative of a
personality disorder (though I have learned it can cause great pain to myself, in the wrong
environment). I do know, the many pilots and friends who know this part of me fee! it is an
excellent fit for the ATC profession, so long as the workplace is dynamic and serving (as they
expect), and not oppressive and bureaucratic (a~~they increasingly fear).
The similarity goes much further. The TID manager, just like Jason, aggressively documented my
conduct and performance, but was very controlling about how and when he would share any of
this documentation with me. Just like Jason, many documents were never sliaf'ed (some! first
saw last summer, rnore than seventeen years later). Both managers had me psychologically
evaluated; the first time, at TID, the manager threatened at a semi-annual performance appraisal
that he could have me evaluated, but I sensed he was wrong. Nonetheless, a year and a half
later, desiring to clean up a stressful, festering mess before the birth of my first child (I was
consciously concerned about the impact on her, growing up will! a dad stressed by what I had
been enduring), I asked if we couid still get the evaluation and he said "sure!" The FAA paid for it,
the Flight Surgeon handled aU the necessary papsl\1Ifork, and the manager did not "order" it under
t.hreat of discipline. It was done properly, very unlike the way Jason Ralph and Dick Fossier and
Dr. Goodman mishandled the evaluation was forced to get in Aprii 2007 ... for which still need to
be reimbursed. The result of this 1991 evaluation reinforced a recommendation the Flight
Surgeon had made the year before: that the manager had a workplace dynamic issue for which
an FAA,.organizational development specialist should be called in (the manager had ignored the
advice, and did not request the speciaHst). The week after my psychological evaluation, the
called the FA,&,.Administrators
Hotline on 4/26/1991 and
manager assaulted me. In response,
talked to Joe Stevens, the Hotline Manager, who was very helpful. He suggested I press on and
try to handle this within my organization "so we could clean our own dirty laundry", but let him
know if I !"lave any problems he can help "'\,'ith. Within a weel<, a manager from the Regional Office
(Danny Boy!e) flew down to investigate the matter and hear my case. ! was then offered a transfer
to another tower, in Salem, OR, which! reported to on 5/6/91, one step behind my reputation as a
whistleb!ower and "target of no consequence".

i

i
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To me, the most frightening similarity between my first and last ATC facilities is the abuse of
authority. Both cases demonstrate how the medical profession can be used as a management
too! to remove targeted individuals for completely nOll-medica! reasons. The concern for safety is
so paramount, and the organizational ac,countability is so shallow, that if an Air Traffic manager
alleges an employee has even a slight personality problem, it is flE-)eu1y as powerful as a
professional medical evaluation and diagnosis ... maybe more powerful. It is likely no medical
professional would aggressively challenge even the most outlandish claims of an Air Traffic
manager; the risks are too great, in the off chance the employee has an error that might have just
a shred of connection to his/her mental condition.
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So, if a new employee appears not fully conformant with the prevailing ethical code at a facility, aU
it tai<es is a quick and simple allegation, coupled with a period of disparate treatment and careful
malicious documentation. Within a few months, the target employee will likely just quit. If he or
she has not quit, efforts need only be slightly ramped up. in this unaccountable environment, time
is on me side of the manager; eventually, enough docmnentation will be accumulated to convince
any Regional Flight Surgeon to decertify the target and have them psychologically evaluated.
And, if a tenured employee does not fit at his new facility because, say, he truly advocates for a
Mode! Wor!( Environment and responsibly asserts his right to try and fix a broken facility dynamic,
the manager can likewise document a case without. much effort, and with no real accountability. if
tile target is an oider controller, it. is quite possible he or she may even work with the manager,
fully cooperating for a psycho!ogical eva!uation, a diagnosis, and a paid retirement on medical
disability. would like to believe all these retirements are due to real medica! issues, but my
experience suggests, in the present environment of unaccountability, an ethically challenged
controller couid easily accomplish a medical retirement without a medica! disability.

i

If our Congress asked me for a study idea that might help increase FAA efficiency and
accountability while reducing waste, ! would recommend they investigate the handling of ATCS
medical certificates. Do an Regional Flight Surgeons apply the same procedures? What controls
exist to ensure accountability by Air Traffic managers in alleging potential psychological issues on
specific employees? What cQntrols exist to ensure accountability by the Regiona! Flight Surgeon
in processing these allegations? Are these controls effective, or do they need to be strengthened?
What effective recourse does a target employee have to protect his or her basic rights and the
integrity of the F1~l\?What are the actual statistics for ATCS disability retirements reiated to
menta! health issues? Do data indicate a possibility that the FAA controller workforce is
fraudulently using this process for early retirement purposes?
At my first facility, I had ousted ranks to protect mysf3!f (and hopefully all or I1s) from the potential
pain of having to later reconcile our emotional wounds for an accident we lied about or rnight have
prevented. The manager irnmediately started to document me as mentally unsound, and did many
things to cuitivate paranoia to achieve management results while hiding discrimination. At my last
facility, Concord, I beiiave I was marked flOm
one.
Public trust and confidence are critical to me, in the \Nay ! do rny job. It is regrettable that the tnlst
and confidence of the flying public has been so badly tarnished in recent years: aviation
inspectors, air traffic controllers, whistleblower reprisals, and on and on. it seems to me, in
prectically all or the many "trust-busting" incidents the FI'....A.
has endured in recent years, the core
problem has not been a single employee pulling off an isoiated misconduct; it has always involved
failed accountabilities on a much larger, bureaucratic scale. in some cases front-line employees
are not doing their job properly because nobody is watching, but in many more cases, the problem
has become a corrupt organization, filled with muted employees who have acquired the habit of
laying low and not speaking up, no matter what is going on around them. To protect their regular
paycheck, and for the welfare of their family, they will sustain the bureaucracy; this is what did,
too, my first two years at rfD. And, if an individual dares to rise against the bureaucracy, even if
only to do the right thing, to correct a problem, some within the bureaucracy may be challenged. if
their critical mass is sufficient, just one oppressive manager or a manager and union
representative in tandem, they wil! stir up a cold wind, and it does not take much wind to align the
sails of muted employees in an oppressive, dysfunctional bureaucracy.

i

Andy, ! have patiently waited more than eighteen months through the hel! Air Traffic management
continues to give me because I want us to clean this mess up, internally (not in the courts or mass
media) to help protect \f\mat little integrity FAA still has with the public we serve. Can you help?

11. On March 23,2006 you signed and intialed a "Privacy Act and Employee/Contractor
Information Acknowledgment" which dearly put you on notice of yom obligation to cooperate
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and to provide truthful information during the course of an investigation. The document also
clearly put you on notice of the potential consequences for failing to be truthful.

i

I IIvas thoroughly cooperative.
provided ONLY truthful information, and was careful to not
mislead. Regrettably, many others did consciously mislead, many also lied, and, in some cases,
many times. To my knowledge, they are not being held accountable. And, just as regrettably, after
the investigation, Andy Richards and other FAA officials have been reliably and painfully
uncooperative and deceitfu~ in obstructing the many efforts I have made to simply layout the
entire truth.

12. Your disparaging and unwarranted comments reflects poorly on you and the Agency and
holds the potential for harm to ote~e:rsand liability for the Agency.
If Agency liability was truly a concern to Andy Richards, Dr. Goodl11an, Terri Bristol, Dick Fossier,
Jason Ralph, Gwen Marshall, and others, ! would have worked through my shift on February 16,
2007, and all the days since. Many people I know are wondering how my general disdain for the
greed of lalJ'..yerscan continue to prevent me from getting one and suing the FAA. They wonder
when I will finally get that bail rolling. still want to resolve this matter internally, within our FAA,
but have a pain threshold, too, and three kids to provide for. Oh, and the ROI does not
substantiate any use of the f'Hi1ford other than the one, non-disparaging lytic quote I have always
confessed to; I made no other potentially disparaging statements, so it is misleading to refer to
udisparaging and unwarranted comments."

i

i

13. I have considered your 19 years offederal service and overaU work record as mitigating
factors. Hovifever, your long-teml tentrre and perfonnance does not mitigate my decision on this
level of action.
My service wi!! be 22-years laier ti"lis year.

14. Your many years of service do not outweigh the seriousness of your misconduct Therefore,
proposing your removal is the only action that I can take that will promote the efficiency of the
federal service.
And, if efficiency of the Federal Service was truly a concern this problem would never even have
started. Concord would have been closed the year before got there, and never would have
crossed paths with Jason Ralph. My FO!A requests (though, in an efficient FAA, I would not need
FOIA requests) would have been answered, not scuttled by unaccountable bureaucrats. The
Agency would not have allowed me to be subjected to the hostile work environment Jason Ralph
created and condoned at Concord ATCT. And, if I had done any misconduct worthy of an
Accountability Board Investigation, disciplinary action (including correspondence) would have
been initiated against me within ten days of receipt of the ROt ..just as it reads in Order
1 10.125A, para. 15(f)6. i\S for the other half orf your comment, Andy, your stated view that
removing me is the onlY,action you can take that wi!! promote the efficiency of the Federal Service.
, hope you are saying this rhetorically, for, if you are not, then you are quite blind, both to the real
problems of the FPIA and aviation, and to the great authority our Agency and the public has
bestowed upon you.
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Hey, Andy, let's make a deal. You get me back to work, applying my experience and insight into
ATC, and whatever skiiis I may have, in a travel-job doing tower quality assurance and helping fix
facilities stuck in bureaucratic reverse, and we can BOTH apply our powers toward promoting a
truly efficient Federal Service. Tomorrow is a brand new day ...

8/22/08, Lewis, Rebuttal
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